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About This Content

Chuck's Dragons

Dragons...ah, yes, the stuff of which legends are made, and perhaps the most famous of all monsters. Dragons are the zenith of
high adventure -- they represent the pinnacle of fantasy adventuring. These mythical creatures are the bringers of vast wealth --

as well as the slayers of player characters. High risk/high reward is the name of this game.

This theme presents 6 detailed dragon-based short adventures into your world. Complete mini-adventures based on dragons are
found herein -- lairs, treasure hoards and settings for their use.

The treasures are tailored for both high fantasy and low fantasy. In a low fantasy world, the dragons represent one of the most
powerful magical elements of the world. Of course, the GM is welcome to tone down the magical powers and treasures if
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appropriate to ttheir campaign.

This module is designed with a series of 6 unrelated dragon lairs. Many of the dragons are an unusual twist on the standard, and
not everyone is "as you would expect." Also included are a series of adventure hooks that can be used by the GM to draw his or

her suckers... I mean players, into these encounters. I have written this in my usual style of trickery and treachery, and have done
my best to make the encounters both playable and interesting. Many thanks to my dear friend Vicky Potter, who once scribed
the Mother of All Treasure Tables for me: I have lifted bits of that book for the wondrous hoards of these beasts, with some

modification of course.

Converted by: Jay Scheponik

Released on January 29, 2019. Designed for Fantasy Grounds version 3.3.6 and higher.

Requires: An active subscription or a one time purchase of a Fantasy Grounds Full or Ultimate license and the included 5E
Compatible ruleset.
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - Chucks Dragons (5E)
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 12 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x , 8x or 10x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card recommended

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: a sound card is required for voice communication using external programs like Google Hangouts, Skype or
Discord.

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.

English
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